Abstract
The performance of the pseudo-global-warming downscaling (PGWDS) method is tested by comparison with the assumed true climate (ATC), which is a downscaling using a general circulation model (GCM) output data directly. The PGWDS is a simple way to downscale for a future climate using current weather data of a GCM added by the long-term mean difference between the present and the future climate projected by a GCM. The verification focuses on the East Asia during the rainy season of June. A significant change in the 30-year averaged monthly precipitation is found around the rain band in the future in both downscaling methods. Between the experiments of the PGWDS and the ATC, no significant differences in temperature and precipitation can be seen except for limited small areas. The findings indicate that the PGWDS has a highly potential to the reliable downscaling of the future climate. In smaller downscaling domains, however, the differences in precipitation increase remarkably near the upstream side of the lateral boundaries. The choice of the downscaling area is a critical issue for accuracy.
Introduction
A dynamical downscaling method called Pseudo-GlobalWarming Downscaling (PGWDS), which is conducted by using a lateral boundary condition adding the future change in the atmospheric field of a GCM to objective analysis data, was introduced by Kimura and Kitoh (2007) and Sato et al. (2007) . The ordinary PGWDS has several advantages over conventional methods using a GCM output directly. A bias reduction is one of the major advantages. The bias in the present climate simulation of ordinary PGWDS is much smaller than that in conventional methods because it is obtained by downscaling objective analysis data. The GCM bias is expected to be reduced in a future climate simulation as well. Another is the simplification of data handling. The ordinary PGWDS requires only monthly mean data of GCMs and the results tend to be insensitive to the horizontal resolution of the GCMs. Kawase et al. (2010) estimated the future change in precipitation in June by a multi-GCM ensemble simulation with the advantage of this method, in which downscaling of the present climate is common for all GCMs. On the other hand, the disadvantages are anticipated because the future change in the variation pattern is not included in the ordinary PGWDS.
This method is also applied to an urban climate and a winter snow simulation (Adachi et al. 2012; Kawase et al. 2012) . Adachi et al. (2012) show the impact of global warming and urbanization using the ordinary PGWDS method. Kawase et al. (2008) and Adachi et al. (2012) confirmed the reproducibility of ordinary PGWDS method by simulations of the past climate variation within tens of years. However, the ordinary PGWDS method has not been verified for future changes because there is no way to confirm the accuracy of future change.
For that reason, we investigated the performance of the PGWDS method in comparison with the assumed true climate (ATC), which is a downscaling using 6-hourly GCM output directly in stead of objective analysis data, which are commonly used in ordinary PGWDS in previous studies as shown in Table 1 in this study.
Model and experiments
The Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model (Skamarock et al. 2005 ) was used for this study. We selected the following schemes as physical processes. A modified version of the Kain-Fritsch scheme (Kain and Fritsch 1993) and the WRF Single-Moment 6-class (WSM6) graupel scheme (Hong and Lim 2006) were used for precipitation processes. The NCEP-Oregon State University-Air Force-Hydrologic Research Laboratory (Noah) land-surface model is used for land surface processes (Chen and Dudhia 2001) .
The grid spacing is 20 km. The calculation domains are shown in Fig. 1 . There are 300 grid points in the west-east direction and 250 grid points in the north-south direction for Domain 1. There are 200 grid points in the north-south direction for Domain 2 (dashed curved line in Fig. 1 ). The center of Domain 2 (32°N, 122°E) is the same as that in Domain 1. The calculation domain often influences atmospheric fields simulated by a regional model. Domain 2 is used for a sensitive experiment to investigate the effects by the size of the calculation domain. The model descriptions are the same as those of Kawase et al. (2009) 
except for the domains.
A climate experiment is conducted for 30 years. The simulation started at 0 UTC 22 May and ended at 0 UTC 1 July each year. As for the GCM dataset, we used 6-hourly outputs from climate change simulations of the twentieth century (20C3M) and the future (based on the SRES A1B scenario) with the mediumresolution version of the Model for Interdisciplinary Research On Climate (MIROC3.2_MEDRES) (Nozawa et al. 2007 ). The present climate simulation (run-PRESENT) is performed from 1970 to 1999 and the future climate simulation, which is defined as the assumed true climate (run-ATC) simulation, is from 2060 to 2089 for Domain 1. The run-PGWDS uses the dataset of the PGW data, which is produced by the addition of the long-term difference of MIROC3.2_MEDRES between the present (1970 to 1999) and the future (2060 to 2089) in June to the 6-hourly present dataset of MIROC3.2_MEDRES for Domain 1 as shown in Table 1 . Note that, the method of this run has a difference from that of the ordinary PGWDS, in which the long-term difference should be added to the objective analysis data. The run-PRESENT has a similar difference, i.e., the run is a simple downscaling from MIROC3.2_MEDRES instead of that from the objective analysis data. We conducted the same runs of the run-PRESENT-D2, the run-ATC-D2, and the run-PGWDS-D2 for Domain 2.
The simulation results of the run-PGWDS should be statistically equivalent to those of the run-ATC if the PGWDS is valid. From the viewpoint of inter-annual variability, the 30-year sampling of the run-PGWDS is independent from that of the run-ATC; thus, the difference between them should be tested using
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Takao Yoshikane 1 , Fujio Kimura 1 Figure 4 shows the zonal mean precipitation and temperature for every one-degree latitude along the Zone B in Fig. 1 for the run-PRESENT (blue lines) and the run-ATC (solid red lines) with the range of the ESD of the zonal mean for inter-annual variability by two dashed red lines, as well as the range of the ESD (bars) the estimated standard deviation (ESD) of the 30-year mean. The area-average of one-degree square is more appropriate to investigate the simulated precipitation system, which requires five times the size of the grid spacing. Figure 2 shows the future changes in 30-year averaged monthly mean precipitation in June estimated from the difference between the run-PRESENT and the run-ATC. The hatched areas with the frame indicate significant future changes (95% confidence level) by Welch's t-test; namely, the difference between two 30-year means cannot be attributed to the inter-annual variability.
Simulation results
The increase in precipitation is simulated from southern China to Japan, which corresponds to a very large rain band. Significant increases and decreases are simulated in the high latitudes and the low latitudes, respectively. On the other hand, there is no significant change in the other large part of Region A. Figure 3 shows the 30-year averaged monthly mean precipitation in June in the run-PGWDS and the significant difference (95% confidence level) between the run-ATC and the run-PGWDS (hatched lines with the frame). The significant difference is not confirmed in most of Region A shown in Fig. 1 . The rain band is formed from the Yangtze River basin to Japan in the run-PGWDS, while the rain band appears along the coastal area in southern China and the precipitation is quite small in the Yangtze River basin in the MIROC3.2_MEDRES. around the mean of the run-PGWDS. A remarkable future change in precipitation is found from 25°N to 30°N, while the change is not clear in the lower latitudes from 22°N and in the higher latitudes from 30°N. The remarkable future change is roughly corresponding to the large precipitation area in the rain band. The range of ESD in the run-PGWDS almost overlaps with that of the run-ATC, indicating that the PGWDS and the ATC are roughly equivalent, except for the lower latitudes. As for the temperature, significant future changes in temperature are evident in all latitudes (Fig. 4b) . The range of ESD in the run-PGWDS also overlaps with that in the run-ATC, indicating good approximation for the run-ATC. Figure 5a is the same as Fig. 4a except for the runs in Domain 2. The position of the range of ESD in the run-PGWDS-D2 is largely far from that in the run-ATC-D2 in the lower latitudes. Figure 5b shows the 30-year averaged monthly mean precipitation in June in the run-PGWDS-D2 and a significant difference (95% confidence level) between the run-ATC-D2 and the run-PGWDS-D2 (hatched lines with the frame). The areas with significant difference increase considerably in the lower latitudes and near the southern boundary, i.e., in the flow boundaries of the domain. The same features of significant difference are also confirmed by a non-parametric method of the Mann-Whitney U-test (not shown).
Discussion
The PGWDS method accurately simulates the future change in temperature, which is assumed as a true climate by the run-ATC in this study. The magnitude of the difference between the run-PGWDS and the run-ATC can be explained by the sampling error of the 30-year mean with inter-annual variability. The future change in precipitation is also accurately simulated by the run-PGWDS except for very small parts of the domain shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4a . In these areas, the magnitude of difference is beyond the statistical significance at the 95% confidence level.
If the significant differences between ATC and PGWDS were found in the entire domain evenly, the PGWDS would not be appropriate to simulate the future change. However, in actual fact, significant differences are not confirmed in most of the region A in experiments with Domain 1 (Fig. 3) and even in the inner area except for a place near the boundary in experiments with Domain 2 (Fig. 5b) , which are including the large part of the rain band. This means that the PGWDS method also accurately simulates the future change in precipitation, which is assumed as a true climate by the run-ATC, although the precipitation simulated by the run-PGWDS is not as good as the temperature.
In the run-ATC, the future change in precipitation given by the 30-year mean is only significant for some limited areas mostly around 28°N as shown in Fig. 4a . The change is unclear in the other areas because of the statistical uncertainty for the 30 years due to the sample size. The limitations of the run-PGWDS reported above are not essential relative to the statistical uncertainty of the 30-year mean precipitation. These facts indicate that the PGWDS method has high potential to satisfactorily downscale future climates and that it has several advantages, detailed in Chapter 1, over conventional methods.
Generally, regional models often depend on the size of the calculation domain or positions of the boundaries. The run-PGWDS with a smaller domain gives a somewhat larger difference from the run-ATC as shown in Fig. 5b . We may need to investigate more sophisticated lateral boundary conditions for the PGWDS method to reduce the dependency on the position of boundary. Further assessment of the PGWDS method may be needed by applying it to bigger ensembles of the different climate data in order to obtain higher statistical confidence levels, which would validate the method even for smaller changes in precipitation by climate change. The PGWDS can be applicable also for the past extreme events, although these would have a limitation caused by chaotic characteristics in the meso-scale system.
Conclusion
The PGWDS method was successfully used to simulate the assumed true climate by the run-ATC in this study. The PGWDS method, as a result, has a high potential for accurately downscaling future climates. On the other hand, the performance of the PGWDS strongly depends on the size of calculation domain or the positions of the boundaries. The low performances of the PGWDS are found in a small domain. In the case of a smaller downscaling domain, the difference in precipitation remarkably increases near the upstream side of the lateral boundaries. The choice of the calculation domain for downscaling is a critical issue for the accuracy of the simulation.
